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TUESDAY 30 MARCH

CRITICS’ CHOICE

Britain’s Tiger Kings  
(ITV, 9pm)
In a picturesque village in 
Nottinghamshire, 653 humans 
live cheek-by-fang with two 
lions, the possessions of 
an animal enthusiast. As 
Ross Kemp discovers, these 
big cats aren’t the only 
neighbour-enraging “pets” 
in Britain: there are tigers 
in Chipping Norton and 
crocodiles in Cambridgeshire 
— an estimated 4,000 wildly 
inappropriate animals 
caged across the land. This 
is an alarming look into the 
motivations of those who 
collect exotic creatures, 
and Kemp looks queasy 
throughout — although that 
might just be his obvious fear 
of being mauled.
Victoria Segal

The Detectives (BBC2, 9pm)
Line of Duty can but aspire 
to the sort of tension that 
this expertly edited police 
documentary creates as 
a drug dealer is shot on a 
residential street in broad 
daylight and the Major 
Incident Team must establish 
who did it. A connection to 
Dale Cregan, who shot and 
killed two female police 
officers in 2012, soon makes 
this very personal. (HS)

Eye Of The Storm (BBC 
Scotland, 10pm; then iPlayer)
For two years before his 
death in 2020, the painter 
James Morrison met director 
Anthony Baxter, with this 
film the result. Morrison’s 
eyesight was fading but his 
mind was pin sharp, recalling 
a career capturing changing 
landscapes and skies across 
Scotland and Arctic icescapes 
long since melted. (HS)

Being Jewish (BBC1, 
10.45pm; Scotland, 11.25pm)
A gift to RS teachers, this 
informative series begins by 
talking to British Jews about 
their beliefs and their ways of 
marking life’s transitions, from 
bris to bar mitzvah, wedding 
to funeral. As with Being 
Hindu, which follows it, and 
features a traditional welcome 
for a baby, it is an affecting 
snapshot of faith, family, 
community and identity. (VS)

Lights Up: Pale Sister 
(BBC4, 11pm)
The BBC’s vital Culture in 
Quarantine initiative fights 
to keep beleaguered theatres 
connected to their audience. 
Written by Colm Toibin and 
directed by Sir Trevor Nunn, 
Pale Sister was originally 
staged at Dublin’s Gate 
Theatre, a stark retelling of 
Sophocles’ Antigone that stars 
Lisa Dwan as Ismene. (VS)
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